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Title of Programme/ Name of Regulation
Honour School of Religion and Oriental Studies

Brief note about nature of change: Introduction of paper restriction

Location of change
In Examination Regulations (https://www.admin.ox.ac.uk/examregs/2018-19/hso reliandoriestud)

Effective date
For students starting from MT 2019
For first examination from 2020-21

Detail of change
New text underlined:

1.130 Candidates will be precluded from offering the following combinations of papers:

- Hebrew of the Hebrew Bible (Theology 3101) with Hebrew Language and Texts (Oriental Studies [J1A]) or with Advanced Hebrew Language and Texts (Oriental Studies [J1B]).

1.131 Islam in the Classical Period (Theology 2305) with Hadith (Oriental Studies [IS3]) or with Sufism (Oriental Studies [IS4]) or with Topics in Islamic Law (Oriental Studies [IS6]); Varieties of Judaism 100 BCE-100 CE (Theology 3310) with Second Temple Judaism (Oriental Studies [J2]).

Explanatory Notes
This precludes candidates studying Hebrew Language papers in Oriental Studies from offering a further paper focusing on Hebrew in Religion, thereby preserving the breadth and challenge of the Honour School.